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Courage to Soar by Simone Biles

In Courage to Soar, the official autobiography from four-time Olympic gold-winning
and record-setting American gymnast Simone Biles, Simone shares how her faith,
family, passion, and perseverance has made her one of the top athletes and
gymnasts in the world—and how you too can overcome challenges in your life.
Simone Biles’ entrance into the world of gymnastics may have started on a field
trip in her hometown of Spring, Texas, but her God-given talent, along with drive
to succeed no matter the obstacle, are what brought her to the national spotlight
during the Olympic Games and have catapulted her ever since—including 25
World Championship medals. Along the way, Simone shares the details of her
inspiring personal story—one filled with daily acts of courage that led her, and can
lead you, to even the most unlikely of dreams. Courage to Soar presents a
positive role model for young girls, whether athletes or not.
Print/Overdrive/Hoopla

How To Watch The Olympics
by David Goldblatt and Johnny Acton
The must-have guide to the Summer Olympic Games
This summer, millions of Americans will tune into the Olympic Games, the largest
and most popular sporting event in the world. Yet while it's easy to be fascinated
by agile gymnasts, poised equestrians, and perfectly synchronized swimmers,
few of us know the real width of a balance beam, the intricate regulations of
dressage, or the origin of those crowd-pleasing legs-in-the-air swimming
formations. Luckily, David Goldblatt and Johnny Acton have created this utterly
thorough and always fun guide to the rules, strategy, and history of each sport.
Originally timed to 2012 London Games, their book is every bit as useful for Rio
de Janeiro in 2016. With witty, detailed descriptions and clever illustrations, How
to Watch the Olympics will help anyone grasp handball, archery, wrestling,
fencing, and every other Olympic event like a true pro.
Print
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preferred formats: https://lib.de.us/
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phone numbers
are listed on page 4.
County Executive Matthew Meyer

The Boys In The Boat by
Daniel James Brown
This book tells the story of the University of Washington's
1936 eight-oar crew and their epic quest for an Olympic
gold medal, a team that transformed the sport and
grabbed the attention of millions of Americans. It traces
the story of the team that defeated elite rivals at Hitler's
1936 Berlin Olympics, sharing the experiences of their
enigmatic coach, a visionary boat builder, and a
Print/Overdrive/Hoopla
homeless teen rower.
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The Games: A Global History of the Olympics
by David Goldblatt
The Games is best-selling sportswriter David Goldblatt’s sweeping, definitive history of the
modern Olympics. Goldblatt brilliantly traces their history from the reinvention of the
Games in Athens in 1896 to Rio in 2016, revealing how the Olympics developed into a
global colossus and highlighting how they have been buffeted by (and affected by)
domestic and international conflicts. Along the way, Goldblatt reveals the origins of
beloved Olympic traditions (winners’ medals, the torch relay, the eternal flame) and
popular events (gymnastics, alpine skiing, the marathon). And he delivers memorable
portraits of Olympic icons from Jesse Owens to Nadia Comaneci, the Dream Team to
Usain Bolt.
Print

Triumph: The Untold Story of Jesse
Owens and Hitler’s Olympics
by Jeremy Schaap
At the 1936 Olympics, against a backdrop of swastikas and goose-stepping
storm troopers, an African-American son of sharecroppers won a staggering
four gold medals and single-handedly demonstrated that Hitler’s myth of
Aryan supremacy was a lie. The story of Jesse Owens at the Berlin games is
that of an athletic performance that transcends sports. It is also the intimate
and complex tale of one remarkable man's courage. Drawing on
unprecedented access to the Owens family, previously unpublished
interviews, and exhaustive archival research, Jeremy Schaap transports us
to Germany and tells the dramatic tale of Owens and his fellow athletes at
the contest dubbed the Nazi Olympics.
Print

Dream Team by Jack McCallum
"They were the Beatles of basketball, the Mercury Seven in sneakers. In Dream Team,
acclaimed sports journalist Jack McCallum delivers the untold story of the greatest team ever
assembled: the 1992 U.S. Olympic Men's Basketball Team that captivated the world, kindled the
hoop dreams of countless children around the planet, and remade the NBA into a global
sensation. As a senior staff writer for Sports Illustrated, McCallum enjoyed a courtside seat for
the most exciting basketball spectacle on earth, covering the Dream Team from its inception to
the gold medal ceremony in Barcelona. He offers a behind-the-scenes look at the controversial
selection process. He takes us inside the team's Olympic suites for late-night card games and
bull sessions where the players debate both the finer points of basketball and their respective
places in the NBA pantheon. Print/Overdrive/Hoopla

The Story of the
Olympic Games by
John Kieran and
Arthur Daley
Describes briefly the
legends and scandals of
the ancient Olympics,
and then discusses the
victories, defeats, and
political undercurrents of
the modern games,
through 1964.
Print

I Got This:
To Gold and
Beyond by
Laurie
Hernandez
The young Olympic goldwinning gymnast describes her
life and career, covering her
loving family, her rigorous
training, her intense sacrifices,
and her amazing triumphs.
Print/Hoopla
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24: Life Stories and Lessons
from the Say Hey Kid
by Willie Mays & John Shea

The Last Hero:
A Life of
Henry Aaron
by Howard
Bryant
A chronicle of the social
upheaval of the years
during which Hank
Aaron played baseball,
looking at how Aaron
stood against racism
with dignity and
determination, helping
transform the role and
significance of the
professional black
athlete.
Print

The legendary Willie Mays shares the inspirations and
influences responsible for guiding him on and off the
field in this reflective and inspirational memoir. "It's
because of giants like Willie that someone like me
could even think about running for President." President Barack Obama Widely regarded as the
greatest all-around player in baseball history because
of his unparalleled hitting, defense and baserunning,
the beloved Willie Mays offers people of all ages his
lifetime of experience meeting challenges with
positivity, integrity and triumph in 24: Life Stories and
Lessons from the Say Hey Kid. Presented in 24
chapters to correspond with his universally recognized
uniform number, Willie's memoir provides more than
the story of his role in America's pastime. This is the story of a man who values family
and community, engages in charitable causes especially involving children and
follows a philosophy that encourages hope, hard work and the fulfillment of dreams. "I
was very lucky when I was a child. My family took care of me and made sure I was in
early at night. I didn't get in trouble. My father made sure that I didn't do the wrong
thing. I've always had a special place in my heart for children and their well-being, and
John Shea and I got the idea that we should do something for the kids and the fathers
and the mothers, and that's why this book is being published. We want to reach out to
all generations and backgrounds. Hopefully, these stories and
Print/Overdrive
lessons will inspire people in a positive way." -Willie Mays".

K: A History of Baseball in Ten
Pitches by Tyler Kepner
An enchanting, enthralling history of the national pastime as
told through the craft of pitching, based on years of archival
research and interviews with more than three hundred people
from Hall of Famers to the stars of today The baseball is an
amazing plaything. We can grip it and hold it so many
different ways, and even the slightest calibration can turn an
ordinary pitch into a weapon to thwart the greatest hitters in
the world. Each pitch has its own history, evolving through
the decades as the masters pass it down to the next
generation. Each chapter highlights a different pitch, from the
blazing fastball to the fluttering knuckleball to the slippery
spitball. Infusing every page with infectious passion for the
game, Kepner brings readers inside the minds of combatants
sixty feet, six inches apart.
Print

Yogi: A Life Behind The Mask by Jon Pessah
Lawrence "Yogi" Berra was never supposed to become a major league ballplayer.
That's what his immigrant father told him. That's what Branch Rickey told him, too—right to Berra's
face, in fact. Even the lowly St. Louis Browns of his youth said he'd never make it in the big leagues.
Yet baseball was his lifeblood. It was the only thing he ever cared about. Heck, it was the only thing
he ever thought about. Berra couldn't allow a constant stream of ridicule about his appearance, taunts
about his speech, and scorn about his perceived lack of intelligence to keep him from becoming one
of the best to ever play the game—at a position requiring the very skills he was told he did not have.
Drawing on more than one hundred interviews and four years of reporting, Jon Pessah delivers a
transformational portrait of how Berra handled his hard-earned success—on and off the playing
field—as well as his failures; how the man who insisted "I really didn't say everything I said!"
nonetheless shaped decades of America's culture; and how Berra's humility and grace redefined what
it truly means to be a star. Overshadowed on the field by Joe DiMaggio early in his career and later by
a youthful Mickey Mantle, Berra emerges as not only the best loved Yankee but one of the most
appealingly simple, innately complex, and universally admired men in all of America.

Print
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Why We Swim
by Bonnie Tsui

Contact Us

Bonnie Tsui looks at our love affair
with the water, from evolution to
mythology, from survival and wellbeing, from community swim clubs to
competitive races, and she goes
around the world to explore its
significance in many cultures"
Print/Hoopla

Rising Above: Inspiring
Women in Sports by
Gregory Zuckerman

Give us a call for more information
about these books and other
library services and programs.
Appoquinimink Library 302-378-5588
Bear Library

302-838-3300

Brandywine Hundred Library
302-477-3150
Claymont Library

302-798-4164

Corbit-Calloway Library 302-378-8838
Delaware City Library 302-834-4148

These are the inspirational real-life stories of
female superstar athletes Serena and Venus
Williams, Simone Biles, Carli Lloyd, and more -role models all. For sports fans, aspiring athletes and readers of sports biographies.

Elsmere Library

302-892-2210

Hockessin Library

302-239-5160

Kirkwood Library

302-995-7663

New Castle Library

302-328-1995

Newark Free Library

302-731-7550

Route 9 Library

302-657-8020

Wilmington Library

302-571-7400

Woodlawn Library

302-571-7425

Print

Rising Above: How 11
Athletes Overcame
Challenges in Their
Youth to Become Stars
by Gregory Zuckerman
Athlete after athlete in this book found discipline, hope, and inspiration on the playing field,
rising above their circumstances. Filled with first
-hand accounts from stars who exemplify the
idea of enduring at all costs, Rising Above will
serve as a must-read source of inspiration for
kids and sports fans of all ages.
Print/Hoopla
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